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About
me: 

Tia Sauceda (she/ hers)

has a passion for supporting people
living with dementia and their
caregivers. With over 20 years’
experience in adult day programs,
she is an expert in dementia care.
Currently, Tia is the Director of
Respite and Caregiver Services at
Seniors Resource Center.



Richard Leider

"To live with purpose
means to unlock our

story, our gifts and our
curiosity"



Why
does it
matter?

Value Pride Purpose

Meaning 
Self

Worth 
Success



What CAN they do? 
·Think about what your person connects with  

 
·Don’t make it over complicated 

 
·We aren’t looking for perfect here, it should be

something that doesn’t frustrate them but rather
gives them a sense of pride after doing

 



The gift of coupons
The story of Mario



Beyond the
Jargon

This is more than just a
buzz word, it's about

figuring out who they are,
what makes them tick and

then incorporating real
and authentic

opportunities for them to
engage 

Person 

Centered



Participant 
Bio's 

Start with who they were in their
adolescent and then, adult years

This isn't about their
 medical diagnosis,

 but who they are as a person



The gift of the
"Club" 

The story of  Sarah Beth



Participant 
Bio's 
What do they like or find

enjoyable?

How are they best engaged or
set up for success?



The gift of the
Painting  
The story of Merle 



Participant 
Bio's 

What type of help do the need or
prefer? 

What type of health and wellness
considerations do they have?



The gift of the
Garden 

The story of  Ralph 
and Fritz 



Its more than just
passing time!

Ensure that your person:
-has choice
-participates in their care
-helps
-is asked
-has agency
-is valued



Richard Leider

"To live with purpose
means to unlock our

story, our gifts and our
curiosity" Richard Leider



Questions?
Tia Sauceda

tsauceda@srcaging.org
 



Website
www.SRCaging.org

Phone Number
303-238-8151

Email
info@SRCaging.org


